PINEVALE WILLPOWER
$1800.00

CHESTNUT

16.2

GELDING

“WILL” is off the track since August 2016. He retired sound and following time to wind down
from racing, has been under saddle through the HRV HERO Program for 4 – 6 weeks. A pacer,
with a 7 year race career and accumulated winnings of $59,000, he is located in Kyabram.
Will is very chilled but is forward due to his big stride. With the basics established, Will has
started to flex/ bend around the leg and is now working on his canter. He also jumps.
Will has been out on trail rides, to a club day and has done indoor arena work. He can be a bit
hard to catch in a large paddock but is currently doing join-up to help with that. Will floats like
a dream in straight and angle load, will stand and wait till unloaded. He is good for the farrier
and for worming. While he can get anxious when tied up by himself, he does settle.
This horse would suit a confident, intermediate rider who is looking at furthering a horse’s
education. The end result will be a good show horse, eventer, dressage, endurance or trail
riding prospect.
Via the HRV HERO Program, Will comes with complimentary horse registration and 12 month’s
membership, with the SPPHAV, for his new owner.

SCHELLUL PHOENIX
$950

GELDINNG

BAY 15.1hh

3 year old

Schellul Phoenix: Phoenix has been taught to lunge, had in-hand training for the show ring and
has also been started under saddled. His in hand training is complete but his training under
saddle is still on going. I have been working with him on his walk/halt transition, walk/trot
transition and working with other horses under saddle. He has just started canter transitions
under saddle, he is still a little bit unbalanced but I have no doubt that he will continue learning
the way he has and will pick up the canter transition with ease and with time and work he will
develop a beautiful canter. Phoenix is a complete gem to have around, he ties up, washes, floats
and shoes with no issues at all. The only vice he has is he can be a little bit head shy at times and
little more difficult to get a headstall on, we have been working on this some days his good as
gold other days his a little more difficult. Phoenix needs a confident, knowledgeable rider that is
able to continue on from where I leave off in his training. Phoenix is also registered with SPPHAV.

